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Our 4 Objectives for Today
Describe the process of encouraging
nurses to write for therapeutic benefit.
Describe the process of publishing
personal writings.
Describe the process of promoting the
book and sharing personal stories with a
larger audience.
Describe the therapeutic benefits of the
experience.
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What we know…

Writing is therapeutic
for nurses.

(Caregiver’s Journal 2016; Dimitroff et al. 2017; Morris
2020; Sexton et al. 2009; Ullrich & Lutgendorf 2002)

We still had a few
questions…

Are there resources
for helping us get
writing and get
started?

When COVID-19 hit, our CNO wanted to
promote writing to help our nurses cope.
COVID!!!!
CNO searching for ways
to support our nurses!
January 2020
March 2020
CNO saw a presentation from
Josie King Foundation –>
journaling is an excellent way
to cope with stress for nurses

CNO encouraged
writing and later
started asking nurses if
it would help them to
SHARE their writing
April-May 2020
June to August 2020

CNO did literature review
• felt writing was essential for our nurses’ wellbeing
• sent our 2,200 nurses the Josie King Foundation’s
“Caregiver’s Journal” for Nurse’s Week

The “Caregiver’s Journal”
“The Caregiver’s Journal contains
exercises that help caregivers reflect on,
and write about, work-related stress, and
personal issues that can affect their
lives.”
The journals include stress evaluation,
guided writing, inspirational quotes, and
blank journal pages.
Above: Josie King Foundation’s
Caregiver’s Journal

https://josieking.org/jkf-tools/caregivers-journal-new/

Learning about sharing writing
June-August 2020

•
•

CNO called for stories
Received narratives from
40 authors from many
different areas of nursing:
➢ Bedside ICU to float crew
➢ Leadership from
manager to director

Creating the book!
September-December 2020
❑ Hired a professional editor to refine the
stories for publication
❑ Hired a professional graphic designer to
layout the book
❑ Created a glossary of terms
❑ Finding images and seek approval
❑ Hired professional photographer to take
pictures of the authors
❑ Got final approval of the edited stories from
the authors

Decided on a name!
Through Our Eyes

Publishing Through Our Eyes
December 2020 - March 2021
o Multiple publishing quotes →
selected best rate, turnaround time, quality
o 12x12 hardbound, color images, 96 pages
o 2,200 copies received in March of 2021!

Above: Lynn Hennessy MS, MBA, RN, NEA, BC
Former VP/CNO and Project Visionary

Sample page/story layout

Promoting Through Our Eyes
Launch Day: March 19, 2021
• Table visits/book signings and author photos on campus
Continued promotions

• Table visits/book signings at bookstores, local and national
conferences, garden walks, universities
• Video, radio, and print coverage – local PR support
• Available at local bookstore and cashier’s desk

• Foundation website for online promotion and sales:
• http://donate.advocategiving.org/supportnurses
• All proceeds benefit our hospital’s Nursing
Research, Education & Wellness fund
• Foundation obtained supply for donors and
physician groups
• January 2022: available our hospital’s gift shop

Assessing Through Our Eyes:
How therapeutic was the
experience for our nurse
authors?

Nurse author survey
• Created a survey to assess therapeutic benefit of writing and sharing
their writings
• IRB determined non-HSR on 2/11/2022
• Sent to 33 of the 40 nurse authors (7 no longer at our hospital)
• Response rate: 72.7% (24/33)

Was the experience therapeutic?

*

* 25% of respondents (n=24) did not participate in events

Emotional Value of Participating
91.7%

95.8%

Felt LESS ALONE as a result of participating

Felt the writing and sharing process
helped them COPE with the COVID experience

Qualitative Experiences Shared by Authors
“I've always journaled so had continued
through COVID. Writing has helped me deal
with things occurring in my life. I was hesitant
to share my thoughts by participating. It ended
up being more helpful to share than I had
originally thought.”

“Found (it) therapeutic….
Have begun to journal
more as a means to cope.”

“Sharing my story allowed me to reflect back on the bad/ugly
parts of the pandemic. When reflecting what to write about, I
concentrated on a ‘silver lining’ experience during what is a
horrible time in all our lives, ‘The Pandemic’.”

Nurse Contributor Feedback
Meagan Cleary PhD, BSN, RN, CHPN
Nursing Research Program Manager
“Keep Hope”

Nick Nowak BSN, RN, CCRN
Staff Nurse, 7East ICU
“Nurses on the Battle Lines”

Sue Massatt MS, CCRN-K, NEA-BC
Director of Critical Care
“Never Prouder”

Betty Mushynski MSN, RN-BC
Manager of Clinical Operations, STIC
“Managing During a Pandemic”

Lessons Learned
•
•
•
•
•

Diversity
Project timeline
Copyright/Ownership
Promotion challenges
Takes more time
than it seems it
should

Above: group shot of nurse authors on book release day

Conclusions & Future Work
✓ Writing and sharing writing is therapeutic
✓ Publishing a book is challenging & rewarding
✓ Plan to hire professionals to help with editing, publishing, & promoting
If we could…
… we would have
surveyed our readers
to see how the book
helped them, too!

Contact Us
Meagan Cleary: Meagan.Cleary@aah.org
Sue Massatt: Susan.Massatt@aah.org
Betty Mushynski: Betty.Mushynski@aah.org

Thank you!

Nick Nowak: Nicholas.Nowak@aah.org

Kim O’Connor: Kimberly.OConnor@aah.org

Book purchase inquiries: cmc-ThroughOurEyes@aah.org
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